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FOREWORD
FAIR TRADE - A SIMPLE WAY TO CONTRIBUTE TO
SUSTAINABLE CONSUMPTION AND PRODUCTION
2030 Agenda and its 17 goals are a powerful tool for sustainable development.
For Sweden, one of the most important goals is to work with goal number 12 sustainable consumption and production. As consumers, we can all participate
in and contribute to sustainable development through the choices we make
when we shop. Choosing Fair Trade is an easy way to contribute to sustainable
consumption and production, gender equality and decent working conditions
around the world. It is about standing up for fair trading conditions and a trade
that takes place with mutual respect at all levels.
In this report we show how Fair Trade contributes to the 2030 Agenda. By
highlighting the positive effects that Fair Trade has on people’s living conditions
and showing concrete examples from people working with Fair Trade, the report
provides a picture of how our consumption is related to people who produce the
goods we buy and their opportunity to create a good life. A life where they can
provide food for their family and send their children to school. What we call
basic human rights but which for many is still a daily struggle.

Märta Jacobson
President
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METHOD

This report is a combined field and desktop study.
The report uses secondary and primary sources.
The study’s primary sources are expressed through
interviews. These interviews include interviewees
from Chile and Sri Lanka to achieve the widest
possible distribution from regions where the World
Fair Trade Organization (WFTO) operates. The
names used in this report do not necessarily have to
match the interviewees’ real names.

Several secondary sources are used and processed
through text analysis in order to gain a broader
perspective and strengthen the study’s validity.
The secondary sources consist of research reports,
books and other text material.

INTRODUCTION
By 2030, the sustainable development goals are to
be achieved. All countries of the world have agreed
on this. The agenda includes achieving gender
equality, decent working conditions and sustainable
consumption. Fair Trade is a tool for ensuring this
in workplaces and for people around the world.
The World Fair Trade Organization brings together
companies, organizations and networks in over 70
countries.
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In total, the organization consists of 400 members
who all work to achieve fair trade with respect for
human rights and the environment. This report
aims to demonstrate how Fair Trade contributes to
the global goals and how consumers can be guided
towards sustainable consumption patterns. The
report includes examples from Sri Lanka and Chile,
as well as the basics of what Fair Trade is.

1. THE SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOALS (SDGS )

At the UN Summit on September 25, 2015, the world’s
Heads of State and governments adopted 17 Sustainable
Development Goals, also known as 2030 Agenda.
Through these goals, the world’s countries are committed
to eradicating extreme poverty, reducing inequalities
and injustices in the world, and solving the climate crisis.
The goals are expected to be achieved by 2030.1

Practically all the 17 global goals concern trade where
human rights, the environment and sustainable
consumption should be prioritized in order to
achieve these goals. This means, for example,
equality between women and men, that everyone
gets a living wage and that health and education is
facilitated. That is also what is included in the 10
principles of Fair Trade (see Chapter 2.1).

1. United Nations Development Program (UNDP), globalamalen.se
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2. WHAT IS FAIR TRADE?
Fair Trade is a trading partnership that is based
on respect for human rights and the environment.
Today’s international trade system lacks binding laws
on corporate social responsibility. That makes the
international players of fair trade, World Fair Trade
Organization (WFTO) and Fairtrade International,
even more important.
Multinational companies, with operations in several
countries, sometimes have larger budgets than some
middle- and low-income countries. However, states
are solely responsible for observing international
human rights. Companies can thus be involved in
serious violations of human rights but can only be
convicted in national courts.2
The World Fair Trade Organization (WFTO) was
founded in 1989 and Fairtrade International was

founded in 1997, as a response to the injustices of
conventional trade. The WFTO is member based
and consists of producer organizations, importers
and retailers who all operates according to the 10
principles of Fair Trade. In total, the WFTO consists
of over 400 members in over 70 countries, and the
producers are in majority. The organization has
regional sub-organizations in Africa, Asia, Latin
America, North America, the Pacific region and
Europe. All members have equal voting rights and
the products can be anything from food to clothing
and decor. The WFTO, together with Fairtrade
International, adopted a common definition of fair
trade. This definition was adopted in December
2001, since then it has been recognized by the
European Parliament (2006), the European
Economic and Social Committee (2009) and the
European Commission (2009).

Definition
“Fair Trade is a trading partnership, based on dialogue, transparency and respect, that seeks
greater equity in international trade. It contributes to sustainable development by offering better
trading conditions to, and securing the rights of, marginalized producers and workers – especially
in the South.
Fair Trade Organisations have a clear commitment to Fair Trade as the principal core of their
mission. They, backed by consumers, are engaged actively in supporting producers, awareness
raising and in campaigning for changes in the rules and practice of conventional international
trade.”3

2. Basak Cali, 2010, International law for international relations, p. 300
3. Fairtrade International, World Fair Trade Organization, 2001, International definition of Fair Trade
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2.1. Ten principles of Fair Trade
The 10 principles of Fair Trade are based on the
ILO conventions and are designed to counteract
discrimination and injustices in the international
trade system. All members of WFTO, e.g. producer

organizations, importers and retailers must follow
the principles. By so, a product that has gone through
the supply chain from producer to consumer has
been traded fairly.

1
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CREATING OPPORTUNITIES FOR
ECONOMICALLY DISADVANTAGED PRODUCERS

Poverty reduction through trade forms the
organization seeks to enable marginalized small
producers to move from income insecurity and
poverty to economic self-sufficiency and ownership.

2

FAIR PAYMENT

A fair payment is one that has been mutually
negotiated and agreed by all through on-going
dialogue and participation, which provides fair pay
to the producers and can also be sustained by the
market. Men and women are paid equally for equal
work. The aim is always the payment of a Local
Living Wage.

5
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ENSURING GOOD WORKING CONDITIONS

The organization ensures good working conditions
and provides a safe and healthy working environment,
in accordance with the ILO conventions. on health
and safety.
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PROVIDING CAPACITY BUILDING

FAIR TRADING PRACTICES

The organization trades with concern for the
social, economic and environmental well-being of
marginalized small producers and seek long-term
relationships. The trading is based on solidarity,
trust and mutual respect. No partner maximizes
profit at the producer’s expense.
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The organization work against all form of discrimination,
promote gender equality and respects the right of all
employees to form and join trade unions.

TRANSPARENCY AND ACCOUNTABILITY

The organization is transparent in its management and
commercial relations. The organization finds appropriate,
participatory ways to involve employees, members and
producers in its decision-making processes.
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NON DISCRIMINATION, GENDER EQUITY
AND FREEDOM OF ASSOCIATION

ENSURING NO CHILD LABOR
AND FORCED LABOR

The organization seeks to increase positive
developmental impacts for small, marginalized
producers through Fair Trade.
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PROMOTING FAIR TRADE

The organization raises awareness of the aim of
Fair Trade and of the need for greater justice in
world trade through Fair Trade. The organization
also provides information about the producer
organizations that make or harvest the products.
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RESPECT FOR THE ENVIRONMENT

The organization works actively with environmental
protection to attain a sustainable production
process. Purchasing-, production- and processing
methods seek to minimize the environmental
impact.

The organization ensure that no child labour or
forced labour is used in production and adheres to
the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child, and
national / local law on the employment of children.
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3. FAIR TRADE AND GENDER EQUALITY
According to the latest report from the World
Economic Forum (WEF), it will take 200 years for
the global market to become fully equal. The report
shows that proportionally fewer women are working
than before, which indicates that work done by
women has become more and more automated. 4
The sustainable development goal number 5 focuses
on achieving gender equality and empowering all
women and girls.

Fair Trade’s core business includes gender equality
and non-discrimination. Principle six addresses
this point to ensure that Fair Trade partners have
policies and practices that guarantee equal pay for
equal work throughout the supply chain. Today Fair
Trade enterprises top female representation and
leadership compared to conventional companies.
For example, the WFTO’s latest report shows
that 51% have female board members in their
companies, while the same figure amounts to only
12% in conventional trade.5

52%

51%

50%

30%

WFTO

WFTO

40%

20%

Board positions
held by women

09%
Conventional
businesses

10%

Conventional
businesses

12%

Women
CEOs

4. World Economic Forum, Annual Report 2017-2018
5. World Fair Trade Organization, Business Models that Empower Women, 2019, p.9
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Photo: Chol Chol is a Fair Trade Organization in
Chile. They produce clothing, decor and tablecloths
in wool. The yarn is dyed with different sorts of
plants according to traditional craftsmanship.
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3.1. Chol Chol
Chol Chol is an organization that brings together
female artisans in Araucanía, southern Chile. Chol
Chol is a member of the WFTO and gathers over 20
artisans. They manufacture clothing, tablecloths
and decoration in wool. The indigenous people
Mapuche have lived in the Araucanía-area for
hundreds of years. In order to preserve the local
craftsmanship, Chol Chol promotes the traditional

techniques of dyeing all wool with plant-based
material. Over 600 women craftsmen have worked
with Chol Chol since the 1950s. The organization
conducts entrepreneurial training, microcredits
and works to preserve the natural flora. Through
Chol Chol, many women artisans have been able to
develop, get the wages they deserve and, through
internal training, set up their own companies.

Zenobia Nauhuel
Mother and grandmother
Studies: up to 8th grade
Garment worker, Chol Chol

The man work with agriculture, for self-sufficiency, while the woman brings the money to the
household. The woman often works more than the man, but the man is better paid. I think that’s
unfair. Most people here give the money to their husband, but through Chol Chol I have been given
sole responsibility for the family’s finances.
Chol Chol has made me develop and enabled me to move forward. Through what I earn by sewing
clothes, I have been able to pay the education for my children, two of them have finished the university
and my youngest daughter goes to school.
The fact that Chol Chol is a Fair Trade company, a women’s cooperative, means a lot. I hand in my
clothes and get paid well. I’m much more relaxed now than before I worked for Chol Chol. We have
routine meetings where we make decisions jointly in the organization and we value the traditional
handicraft. My work has increased my self-esteem, without Chol Chol I would not be where I am
today.
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4. DECENT WORKING CONDITIONS

4.1. Selyn

Insecure employments, poor wages and limited
access to social insurances are commonplace for
over half of the world’s workers. Moreover, the
global workforce is expected to increase by 800
million people. This puts great pressure on creating
new jobs that take into account both human rights
and the environment.6

Selyn is a Fair Trade enterprise located in Sri Lanka
that employs over 360 people, both women and
men. They manufacture toys, clothing, bags, towels
and other textiles that are exported to Europe, USA,
Japan and others. Selyn is a member of the World
Fair Trade Organization and offers living wages for
all its workers. Overtime is strictly prohibited in
the organization and Selyn has also set up day care
centers for the workers’ children.

Goal number eight of the sustainable development
goals is about is about decent working conditions
and economic growth. To achieve this goal, all
countries should strive for maintainable and
sustainable economic growth, full and productive
employment with decent working conditions for all.

W Dhammika Priyadharshani
38 years
Garment worker, Selyn

Fair Trade is a tool for companies to ensure
decent working conditions in production. Fair
Trade prohibits child labour, forced labour and
discrimination. By creating good conditions for
people to obtain a living wage, equal working
conditions and to encourage education and
entrepreneurship, Fair Trade has proven to be a
good way for decent working conditions. It is only
when a global and fair labour market is in place that
people can develop and move out of poverty.

A living wage should be earned
during a standard work week
(no more than 48 hours). The
salary should be enough for food,
rent, medical care, clothing,
transport, education and a small
proportion of savings if something
unexpected happens.

I have worked for Selyn for over 17 years,
here I work with sewing toys. I enjoy Selyn
as I feel involved in the decision-making and I
am satisfied with my salary. At Selyn we are
all paid equally, regardless of gender, we do
not work overtime and our private lives are
valued and respected.
I believe that equality is a symbol of freedom,
a chance for self-fulfilment. Working here
gave me the ability to change my life for the
better because of the equal benefits within the
company. I am happy, thanks in large part to
my supervisors.
To me Fair Trade is something that is good
for the world, if all companies were to work
according to Fair Trade guidelines.

Source: Clean Clothes Campaign,
https://cleanclothes.org/livingwage

6. United Nations Development Program (UNDP), globalamalen.se
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5. SUSTAINABLE CONSUMPTION

5.2. WFTO’s Guarantee System

It is not always easy for consumers to know whether
the farmer who has grown the coffee beans has
been paid fairly. The price of the product says a bit
about how much the producer gets, if the product
is too cheap it is not enough to pay the producer,
transport, importer and the store that sells the
product. Generally, a garment worker only gets
0.5% - 3% of the final price of a t-shirt.7

WFTO’s Guarantee System (GS) is designed to verify that
WFTO members follow the 10 principles of Fair Trade
and the Fair Trade Standard that are internationally
recognized. The Guarantee System consists of three
steps (excluding the membership application), and in
addition there is an external review system - Fair Trade
Accountability Watch:

There are labels that guide the consumer in making
sustainable choices. The three referred to in this
report focus on social, economic and environmental
conditions in production. These include the WFTO
product label, the Fairtrade-label and Fair for Life.
All three are approved by the World Fair Trade
Organization and comply with the ILO conventions
and the UN Universal Declaration of Human Rights.

5.1. WFTO’s Product Label
WFTO’s product label is a unique labelling for food,
home decor, kitchenware, clothing, accessories and
more. Products with the label can either come from
a Fair Trade producer, a Fair Trade importer, or a
Fair Trade retailer who is a member of the World
Fair Trade Organization (WFTO).
The WFTO label guarantees that the entire
organization follows the 10 principles of Fair Trade.
Compliance with the principles is verified by the
WFTO’s Guarantee System (GS). A product that
has gone through the entire trade chain, from Fair
Trade producer to Fair Trade retailer, thus becomes
100% Fair Trade. But the products can also be sold
directly on the conventional market.
The label means that the entire organization is
certified, i.e. the factory where the clothes are sewn,
and there are guidelines for which raw material
can be used in production. Often, manufacturers
within the WFTO use recycled materials or
purchase materials locally, which in that way also
economically strengthens the local market.

1. Self-Assessment Report (SAR)
The SAR is a self-evaluative report conducted by the
WFTO member audited. The report contains questions
about work environment, number of employees, codetermination, benefits etc. The report is structured
according to the 10 principles of Fair Trade and is carried
out every other year. If you are a low-risk organization,
this audit is conducted every three years (after 2 successive
audits in a row).
2. Peer Visit
Peer Visit means a visit by an outside person who reviews
your business along the Self-Assessment Report. The
audited WFTO member selects the person who conducts
the visit (which the WFTO subsequently approves) and
serves as a preparation for the third external audit. Peer
Visit is also an aid for the organization / company to see
which areas they can strengthen to better live up to the
10 principles of Fair Trade. The person conducting a Peer
Visit should have knowledge in Fair Trade and experience
that will make him / her suitable for conducting the audit.
3. Monitoring Audit
The third external audit is a check carried out by one of the
WFTO’s designated auditors. The audit is carried out for a
few days where the inspector reviews the WFTO member’s
activities in accordance with rules regarding whether you
are a producer, importer or retailer. Only after completing
these three steps and having been approved are you
entitled to use the WFTO Product Label.
Fair Trade Accountability Watch
Fair Trade Accountability Watch is a review system that
means that the public or other Fair Trade actors can
inquire with the WFTO if a producer, importer or retailer
is suspected of misconduct. Once an organization has
become suspicious, the WFTO conducts unannounced
sampling at the member in question.

7. Clean Clothes Campaign, cleanclothes.org/issues/faq/price
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